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ABSTRACT 

Project Memory: Cubed is a user-friendly, convenient, offline package that aims to            

educate users on how to solve a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded. Solving a Rubik’s Cube              

blindfolded requires 3 steps: inspecting the cube, memorizing the swapped positions of            

the pieces (not the position of the pieces) and swapping two pieces of the cube at one                 

time. This package uses easy and concise language and includes apt illustrations and             

visual aids alongside compelling memorization techniques to help the users in their            

learning.  

 

1    Introduction 

1.1 Rationale 

According to our observation, students in the 21st century lack the ability to memorize              

effectively and efficiently and the average attention span of students have decreased            

over the years. Many students encounter difficulties in memorizing knowledge from           

lectures and discussions, eventually affecting their performance during examinations. It          

is necessary for students to remain focused and attentive in schools. Moreover, it is              

essential that students have an effective and efficient memory as well as a higher              

attention span for them to thrive in schools. Thus, we offered a possible solution to help                

students in tackling the issues of focus and memorization. In addition, we found out that               

a lot of teenagers are interested in cubing, but yet they are not exposed to solving a                 

Rubik’s Cube blindfolded. Thus, the collaboration of memorization techniques with a           

tutorial on solving a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded would have an outreach to teenagers.  

 

1.2 Literature Reviews 

Thorne, G. (2006). The memory demands for school-age children are much greater            

than they are for adults. School children are constantly bombarded with new knowledge             

in multiple topic areas in which they may or may not be interested. Additionally, they are                

expected to both learn and demonstrate the mastery of this knowledge on a weekly              

basis. Thus, an effective and efficient memory is critical for school success. However,             
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many students have memory problems. Students who have deficits in registering           

information in short-term memory often have difficulty remembering instructions or          

directions they have just been given, what was just said during conversations and class              

lectures and discussions, and what they just read. Students who have deficits in the              

storage and retrieval of information from long-term memory may study for tests, but not              

be able to recall the information they studied when taking the tests.  

Hawking, (2016). While there are a number of ways to test your spatial and              

problem-solving abilities, one of the most popular ones is the Rubik’s Cube. Not only is               

it an excellent way to keep the mind active, but also teaches the players the importance                

of every single move the players make. It teaches the players to notice patterns and               

eliminate possibilities. In addition, it betters the hand-eye coordination and improves the            

players’ concentration in general. Traditionally, humans have nine domains of          

intelligence. One of the foremost among these is spatial or visual intelligence which is              

the ability to imagine real work spaces in mind. This includes analytical and abstract              

abilities that involve recognizing images and relating it to the other objects in its              

surroundings. All in all, it helps to improve cognitive ability and memory. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objectives of Memory: Cubed are to 

● Educate users on how to solve Rubik’s Cube blindfolded 

● Educate users on how to solve multiple Rubik’s Cubes at once 

 

1.4 Target Audience 

The target audience for our resource are teenagers aged between 12 and 18 who are               

interested in learning how to solve a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded and are keen to improve               

their memory. 
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1.5 Resources Created 

The resource created for this package was an offline tutorial with plenty of visual aids               

which would be useful, especially for users who dislike reading or for users who learn               

better through visual explanations. The tutorial incorporated the latest and more           

effective teaching styles in the hope of educating the users in a productive way. 

 
Fig 1.1                                                            Fig 1.2 

 

2    Review 

Firstly, there were only a few existing resources such as Ruwix that provided tutorials              

on how to solve a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded. It was a concern because users might find                

it troublesome to always refer to online websites and some might prefer an offline              

resource which was easily accessible. Secondly, existing resources were unlikely to           

provide sufficient visual aids and illustrations which were key to users’ learning and             

understanding. Thirdly, existing resources did not constantly update and improve their           

tutorial which made the resources outdated and ineffective because the skills and            

techniques to solve a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded are constantly evolving. 
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3    Methodology 

3.1 Needs Analysis 

A needs analysis was conducted to ascertain the relevance of our project. We carried a               

questionnaire surveying 76 teenagers on their interests in learning how to solve a             

Rubik’s Cube blindfolded and enhancing their memory. The survey has shown that            

teenagers saw the need to improve their memory, giving various reasons such as             

assisting them in their schoolwork and exams, especially for subjects that require heavy             

memorization work. 3 out of 4 teenagers who have never solved a Rubik’s Cube also               

stated their interest in the Rubik’s Cube or improving their memory, therefore confirming             

the relevance of our project. 

 

 

Fig 3.1 
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Fig 3.2 

 

Fig 3.3 

 

3.2 Construction of Resource 

Based on our needs analysis as well as research about the latest methods on how to                

solve a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded, we realized that the existing resources that could be              

found online were very wordy and difficult to understand, and did not provide sufficient              

visual aids, leading to the situation where users might be confused. There were also              

existing tutorial videos, however, they were not able to engage the users and did not               

provide step-by-step or detailed explanations. Moreover, internet connection was         

necessary whenever users wanted to access the resources. Thus, we decided to tackle             

these limitations by creating an offline resource with detailed and clear explanations as             

well as sufficient and colourful visual aids and illustrations. We were able to gather              

numerous advice and recommendations on the latest methods to solve a Rubik’s Cube             

blindfolded from the Singapore cubing community. 
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3.3 Pilot Test 

Our pilot test was administered to 14 secondary school students who were keen to              

improve their memory through solving a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded. Each of them            

received a blindfold, a Rubik’s Cube and an offline copy of our resource and they were                

given a time frame of one week to figure out how to solve a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded                 

from scratch. We crafted a few feedback questions in order to assess the effectiveness              

and usefulness of our package. After one week, 11 participants managed to solve the              

Rubik’s Cube blindfolded following our guide. The success rate was higher than            

expected, showing that our package is indeed effective but requires some improvement. 

In general, the feedback was positive and there were a few suggestions on how the               

resource could be improved on. 

 

 

Fig 3.4 
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Fig 3.5 

 

4    Outcome and Discussion 

4.1 Outcome 

After gathering feedback from the pilot test, we noticed the need to include examples to               

assess whether the users have successfully mastered the techniques. Two examples           

were incorporated in our package to assess how much did the users learn and whether               

they could apply the knowledge successfully. The examples provided step-to-step          

guidance, ensuring that user did not lose the track in memorizing the steps when it               

came to executing the moves and algorithms.  
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Fig 4.1                                                            Fig 4.2 

 

After we completed our tutorial on how to solve a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded, we realized               

that we should make our resource more effective and useful by adding more elements              

into it. Hence, we decided to include a short tutorial on how to solve multiple Rubik’s                

Cubes blindfolded at once. The technique required to solve multiple Rubik’s Cubes            

blindfolded was the Roman Rooms method.  

 

As such, we conducted a second pilot test which mainly targeted participants who             

managed to solve the Rubik’s Cube blindfolded successfully following our guide, as the             

aim of the second pilot test was to test if participants could solve multiple Rubik’s Cubes                

blindfolded by following our guide. 
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Fig 4.3                                                            Fig 4.4 

 

Last but not least, we also made some modifications and added examples and pictures              

to improve our product. 

 

Here is the link to our product:  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1C-QKfOEQWy6l72lUly7hZzMqgVvZbrdQ 

 

We had shared our product with Singapore’s National Record Holder for solving the             

Rubik’s Cube Blindfolded, Lim Jun Heng. He has solved a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded in              

competition in 28.93 seconds, which is the fastest time in all of Singapore. He              

mentioned that the guide is rather comprehensive. However, he thought that the part on              

teaching users concerning how to get faster may be unnecessary since it applies more              

to beginners. 
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4.2 Limitations 

While one of the objectives of our project was to improve the memory of students, it is                 

difficult to justify whether users had indeed enhanced their memory after learning how to              

solve a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded. Some users might find our resource not very effective              

due to their lack of interest in solving a Rubik’s Cube. In addition, some users               

mentioned that they needed more time in order to solve a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded              

successfully because one week is too short for them to learn everything from scratch.  

 

4.3 Possible Further Work 

We could look into the possibility of a tutorial on how to solve a 4x4 Rubik’s Cube or                  

even 5x5 Rubik’s Cube blindfolded as our further work. Solving a 4x4 Rubik’s Cube or               

5x5 Rubik’s Cube blindfolded would require a set of different techniques in the             

memorization stage and different algorithms in the solving phase. Moreover, we could            

look into the possibility of organizing a Sabbatical course about solving a Rubik’s Cube              

blindfolded next year since we found out that a large number of teenagers have              

interests in it.  

 

5   Conclusion 

Throughout this strenuous journey, we had the opportunity to develop and hone our             

collaborative skills, time management skills and problem-solving skills. Due to          

everyone’s hectic schedules, it was difficult to hold a meeting. Therefore, it was utterly              

important that we communicated efficiently in order to complete our resource in time             

while ensuring its quality. In the midst of creating our resource, we also feared that our                

pilot test participants might encounter a tremendous challenge in solving a Rubik’s            

Cube blindfolded due to the limited time given. However, we were glad that many              

participants were successful in solving a Rubik’s Cube blindfolded after one week of             

learning.  
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